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Kind attention:  

H.E. Mr Milan Hovorka  
Ambassador  
Embassy of the Czech Republic 
New Delhi   
 
Subject: Invitation to International Discussions, B2B, and G2B Sessions at third edition of The Economic 
Times Global Business Summit   

 

Dear H.E. Ambassador Mr Hovorka,  

This is further to the letter of association to Czech Republic for ‘The Economic Times Global Business Summit’, I 
am writing this to apprise you that the summit has been rescheduled to be now held on 27th and 28th March, 2017 at 
Taj Palace, New Delhi, India. The change of the date is in response to the hectic political action which is part of one 
of India’s biggest state elections (Uttar Pradesh) that could have hampered the presence of top political leadership 
during GBS 2017. 

We seek the support of the Embassy of Czech Republic in driving the following at The Economic Times 
Global Business Summit: 

 Drive a delegation of few senior business leaders who would like to explore business opportunities 
with India. 

 To receive a senior government official as a Guest of Honour at the Summit. 

I have detailed the value proposition extended to the visiting delegation towards the end of this letter. 

The event, in its last two editions, has successfully brought together senior government officials, business visionaries 
and leaders, economists and thought leaders from across the globe to deliberate on issues involving ramifications on 
economic policies across the globe. I am happy to share that the discussions were superlative and highly valued by 
the government as well as business leads who came together as a part of this global leaders meet.  

We are also happy to confirm that Hon’ble Prime Minister Mr Narendra Modi, who presided over the last two 
editions of the Global Business Summit (GBS) will be the Chief Guest of the two-day event this year as well. 

The third edition of the Economic Times Global Business Summit (GBS) 2017, themed ‘Conquering Uncertainty, 
Discovering Opportunities’, is all set to catalyze the dynamic state of the economy across the globe through 
discussions focusing on ‘Navigating through the new abnormal’ and other critical mandates around achieving growth 
and re-modelling of Economic Reforms. In addition, there will be other interesting discussions revolving around the 
various transformations, upturns and other impacts that have happened across regions on the globe. Also, the 
strategies to be adopted to achieve our goals and the bilateral as well as multi-lateral support that we seek from each 
other to make it happen. 

The Economic Times, India's largest business daily, has always resonated with the cause of nation development and 
it's our long-standing belief that if we are to come up with a comprehensive charter for the nation’s economic 
transformation, we have to seek counsel and guidance from the global business leaders and policy makers alike.  

This year as well we are expecting global influencers and thought leaders attending this annual business meet. This 
year we expect to enhance the summit experience by hosting visionaries and leaders from across the globe.  

We have business and government delegations coming in from Africa, Australia, United States, United Kingdom, 
China, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Finland, Mexico, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Spain, and we await confirmations from more 
countries.   

We are also hosting strategic round table discussions with missions like BIMSTEC, World Economic Forum, and 
International Monetary Fund. Also hosted will be sector focused discussions on some of the key industry areas 
important not only for India but across the globe.  
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The Summit will be extensively covered on all the media avenues of Times Group through Print, Broadcast, Digital 
and other avenues like the previous two editions. 

I am enclosing herewith this mail a draft agenda to give you an idea of the overall topics of discussion and the profile 
of speakers at the 2017 edition of GBS. 

 

I am detailing below the value proposition and the roll-out plan for the delegation from Czech Republic: 

Benefits for the delegation visiting from Czech Republic: 

 One-on-one B2B meetings with senior leaders from Indian industry and overseas delegations.  
 Designated area for the delegation for conducting networking and one-on-one meetings.  
 Mention about the country delegation in communications sent out prior to the event.  
 Coverage through national and international digital channels adopted for the GBS 2017.  
 A brief profile in the Partner Page of the Brochure – e-brochure and Print brochure.  
 One-page advertisement in the Conference Communique distributed to the speakers and attendees at the 

summit.  An opportunity to distribute gifts, merchandise and literature from the country as well as company 
specific marketing material  

 5-minute promotional AV to be displayed on the LCD screen in the registration area.  
 
 

Key Commitments from the Embassy of Czech Republic: 

 A Trade delegation of at 10-15 key industry members.  
 Senior ministerial representation as a Guest of Honour from the partnering country.  

 

The model does not involve a financial commitment. 

 

 


